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PREPAC3
This thesis presupposes the knowledge of the full
Electrical Engineering course of the University of Illinois and
no mention will be made of the theory of the Polyphase Motor,
nor the derivation of the formulae. The equations used in con-
nection with the calculations are provided with marks of refer-
ence.
The subject in hand is a broad one and were I to
enter into the details of these preliminary subjects, the object
in view would be defeated, viz., a clear idea of the work and
thoughts involved in the design of the Polyphase Induction
Motor.
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THE POLYPHASE lUDUCTIQII MOTOR.
The polyphase induotion motor may he viewed from
a great numher of stand points. For the purpose of this thesis
I will restrict my work and remarks to such points relating to
its design as are of interest to the manufacturer, the designer
and the University student.
From the maker's stand point it is essential that
the frame and punchings be selected in such a manner that they
can he used not only for the specific machine, (a four-pole ma-
chine for instance), but also for E, 6, 8, 10 or 12 pole, poly-
phase, or single-phase machines as well. In some factories
where direct current apparatus are also built, such frames must
serve for direct current motors and generators as well.
The designer in selecting dimensions is confront-
ed by a number of conflicting conditions and points of considera-
tion of greater or less weight. To insure the selling of the
machine its price should be reasonable and it must be economical
in operation. These conditions demand comparatively low losses
and consequently high efficiency. On the other hand, the de-
signer should produce, with the least material and labor, the
greatest output, which condition is diametrically opposed to
the former.
The student's is the ideal point of view. Most
theoretical discussions on machines start with the consideration
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of the "idoal machine," viz. one havint^ no losses. This pro-
cedure is essential as a starting point and leads to some desired
results, which are later modified to take losses into account.
The first impression, hov/ever, is the strongest and, consequent-
ly, the students' tendency is to design a machine as efficient as
possible. Another good reason for such tendency is, that the
commercial side of the proposition does not enter into his life
and he cannot be expected to grasp the influence of competition
and manufacturing facilities.
I wish to warn the student right here to exercise
great caution in selecting or following empirical formulae and
data from text books; preference should be given to data collect-
ed from machines in practical service. To enable him to obtain
a comprehensive picture of the motor and the procedure of its
determination, I will carry through the calculation for a given
motor and will furnish all explanations subsequently.
When a squirrel-cage motor, for example, 50 H.P.,
60 cycles, 6-poles, must be designed, or ±f it is desired to lay
out a complete new line, the designer can proceed in some of the
following ways. He may select as the starting points:
1) such formulae as those of Sengel, Arnold, Thompson,
Hobart, or others, which give the relation between rotor diameter
and length of core;
2) he may follow the dimensions of machines made by
designers of the best known companies;
3) he may select a combination of the tv/o above named
methods, or best of all, if he be an experienced designer, use
data that he knows are correct from previous tests, modified by
- 2 -

conditions demanded by the progressing art.
A man not experienced in designing shonld not un-
dertake such a task. He will make a failure of it, unless he
has had training in applying his theoretical knowledge to prac-
tical questions. The formulae of professors or engineers above
named must be used with caution and their limits ascertained
between which good results are obtained.
In the third case the compromise must not be made
hap-hazzard, but should be based on the complete determination
of some ten to fifteen calculations on machines of different
frequencies and capacities which the designer hopes to build in
the same frame and with the same set of punchings. Those dimen-
sions which insure the best efficiency, power factor, radiation,
least radial core depth and most economical space factor for the
r
j|
conductors of the various motor capacities should be selected.
Another point to be kept in mind is the slot number and dimen-
sions, which should be favorable to the magnetic circuit as also
to the different sizes of wires and number of turns to be accom-
modated. Here is a vast field for research, as very little on
this subject has been published.
I
Some combinations of stator and rotor teeth, which
according to text books are proper, havebeen found objectionable
due to a humming noise which the machine produces when in opera-
tion. Other combinations may be found noisy when used as six-
pole motors, for instance, but comparatively quiet when wound for
four-poles
.
We are told to avoid combinations such as 36 and
E4, which have a large common divisor; very little has been said
I I _=__==
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against combinations such as 36 and 27, or others in which the
number of teeth on stator and rotor are very close to one another.
Experience has proved that such combinations are undesirable be-
cause the rotor exhibits positions of unequal torque in different
relative positions to the stator. \
The fundamental difference between the text book
writer, the student and the practical desiipaer, so far as relat-
j
ing to this particular work, is, that the author is generally not
in close touch with the work and collects most of his data and
drawings, some of which are not always reliable.
The student has devoted hardly enough time to
fully grasp the subject. He may carry out a calculation and
make elaborate and fairly complete drawings, yet as the design
is not practically executed, he does not know whether his work
comes within the desired range of accuracy. He is satisfied with
the detailed and elaborate drawings and takes it for granted that
the machine, if executed, would perform as expected. He may
specify requirements which can be accomplished in one firm, but
cannot be executed in another factory, and many machines must be '
re-designed or changed in some particulars to meet conditions
often not taken into consideration.
The factory designer draws but the merest outlines
and sketches, which are provided with exact dimensions. His work
ij
must be correct, as the acceptance of the machines^ future orders,
in fact the existence of the factory, depend on correct methods.
The design of the frame, end-plates, shaft and bearings is of
considerable importance as these parts are subject to strains
and stresses. This work is generally done under the supervision
,
_____
"
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of a single engineer. An electrical machine to be coinmercially
useful must, in the first place, he sound mechanically.
Proceeding now to the work of the electrical side
of the motor design, a calculation can he started from different
points. Rarely is it done twice in the same manner, as the
nature of the requirements and the data furnished, differ with
the service to he rendered. As we get in possession of more and
more data regarding a frame, or type, from tests, we use them
instead of going through the whole work again, as will be shown
later on.
I
In a factory there are generally frames and punch-
^ ings which have to be utilized to save expense, or new frames
j!
have to be adapted to conform to other lines of motor types in
the regular course of manufacture. The frame diameter, rotor
diameter and punchings may therefore be considered as given and
fixed for the designer, although they may not always suit the
purpose best . The start is made with the number of conductors
per slot which determine the flux per pole. If a similar ma-
chine of different capacity has been built of the same number of
poles, one may start with the magnetizing current.
To prevent meeting with the same criticism of pre-
senting a calculation, the correctness of which cannot be veri-
fied by a test, and therefore having no more v/eight than the
data furnished by a text book writer, I propose to change the
dimensions of a modern motor recently tested and shipped, enough
to require going through the whole work, yet permitting conclu-
sions to be drawn from the tests of the machine actually built.
The machine subjected to a test was a 50 H.P., two-phase.
- 5 -

220-440 volts, 60 cycles, 6-pole, 1200 R.P.M. motor. The one
to "be calculated shall be a 50 H.P., three-phase, 440 volt, 60
cycles, 6-pole, 1200 R.P.M. motor. Uot only are the number of
turns per phase and per slot different, but the core dimensions
have been altered. The stator, as well as the rotor, of the
tested motor is two inches smaller in diameter and its length
parallel to the shaft is greater than the dimension selected
for the machine of this thesis.
First we will enumerate the mechanical dimensions
which we assume as given, then the calculation will be carried
out, reference letters being given with the main formulae to
show the source from which they were selected.
This will be followed by a comparison of some
text book formulae and results obtained with them. The purpose
is to enable the student to see for himself to what extent he
can trust formulae. It is not intended to discredit text books
in general, so far as fundamental formulae are concerned, but
to caution the indiscriminate use of empirical formulae which
take for granted certain assumptions not always clearly defined.
Calculation of a 50 H.P. 5-phase motor, 440 Volt,
60 cycles, 6-poles, 1200 R.P.M. Synchronous Speed.
MSGHAITIGAL DATA .
THE STATOR .
Laminated Core.
1) Diameter external, 24 inches 61 CM.
2) " internal, 17 " 43.2 CM.
3) Width total, 7.5 " 19.05 "
4) " (Iron & insulation alone) 6.25 " 15.86 "
- 6 -

5) Width, net effective lO/o less.
li
6) 2 vent spaces, eacn ^/o , r\ rzTj c II
n
I ) Air-gap I single /
,
n 027 " 0.0585 "
8) Effective air-gap section
per pole. 04 .0 sq
.
9) Per pole C
,
. y
10) Biiective, O.J.
11) number of Slots, 1 Ct
12) Slot width 7/16" 11 .1 m .m
.
lo) " depth 1-0/ lo = 1 . OXCO
14} " gap width. • l<iD
|1
" pitch minimum. ft A II lo .00
]i
- 16) " " mean. n.8 OA 1 H
17
)
" " maximum. D c n.000 OT »7 K ItCl . f
18 Tooth width minimum. >7 A Itf . D
1
19 " " mean. 'Z K II Q It
20) " " maximum
,
• 41 T A / It
xotal weight oi teeth. 0<S IDS. . # iCg .
E£) Effective mean teeth
section per pole. c^.y sq.m. T A / ^ ^ n HITlo4 sq. O.M.
CO ) uore aeptn 1/ x 4^.00 1/ c X 11. Uo U.M.
24) Effective Core area
1/ C X c.^,K> SC[. " 1/E X 158 sq. CM.
CO ] oore weiguu. 253 lbs
.
106 kg.
1
CO 1 Total stator surface. 110.2 sq. decimeters.
27)
,
144. 28.) Copper weight, 92 lbs.
THE ROTOR.
1)
:
'i
,1
1
Diameter external,
—1 :
17 inches —
( less
43.2 C.M.Uurn-
fing
(for air-gap
1
„ 7 -

2) Diameter internal, 11-3/8" ll.oYb inches — OQ OQ n TIT
3) Circumf . Speed, oo4U it;/ mm. 9*7 T Tn/caor>Ci 1 » A. 111/ ouO •
4) Number of slots, 65
1
5) Conductors per slot, 1
6) Slot width 7/16" = ,4375 m. 11.1 m.m.
.
7
)
" depthl7/^<i •Doi XO .
8) " gap width 1/16 .UD<iO
9) " pitch minimum, .82 cfj . 8 "
10) " " maximum, .872 O O T /I ft
11) Tooth width minimum, .3825 "
!
9.72
12) " " mean, .4085 10.«58
13) " " maximum, .4345 " 11.05
14) Effective minimum teeth
section per pole, 23.3 sq. " loU sq. CM.
1
15) Total teeth weight, 22 lbs. 10 Kg.
1
16
)
Effective core area, l/2 x 27 sq. in.== l/2 x 174.5 sq.CM.
17 Core weight, 56.7 lbs. 25.75 kg.
1 Q ^J.O ) Squirrel-cage conductor, 3/8" x 3/8" x 13-1/4"
T O ^ly J " " " section 0.141 sq.in. 91 sq. m.m.
20) 2 Resistance rings,
each 1-1/2" x 5/16" section, 0.468 sq.in.- 300 " "
21)
22)
Diameter of resistance rings, 16 in.
Weight copper oars, 39 Ids.
CALCULATION.
The motor is reijuired to deliver 50 H.P. when
connected to a 440 volt, 3-phase circuit at a speed between 1140
and 1170 R.P.M. The line voltage being given we must obtain the
e.m.f. per phase impressed on the motor terminals. The flux per
pole is due to a slightly smaller e.m.f. for there
1
is an IE drop

in tlie primary winding, due to the ourrent flowing so that the
whole pressure applied at the terminals is not available.
-8
E « 4.44 • frequency • turns • flux -10 (B) 135 (St) 12, 16.
-8
E = 8,22 • frequency • conductors • flux ' 10
8
e.m.f, per phase • 10
Flux U fH-1) 328.
2,22 • spreading coef. • frequency • conductors
Voltage per phase available for flux production,
line volts 440
—
— IR (assumed) = —7=.— 6 = 248 volts.
l/T i/^
248 • 10® g
Flux H per pole = = 1,36 • 10
2.22 • .95 • 60 • 144
1.36 • 10^
Mean air-gap = = 3850 lines
induction effect • air-gap section (353 sq. cm.) pr sq. CM.
Plux per pole
Mean tooth induction = = 8830.
Mean teeth section per pole
Tooth induction effective for calculating iron losses 8830 • 1,6.
Flux per pole
Core induction = =a 8600.
Core section
Pole flux • pole pairs • air-gap reluctance in CM.
i (air) = —
0,6 . . {(spread, coef. (3-phase)| • turns • r2 • Kj
(B) 143 eq. 121
_i.
Where K is the ratio of assumed sine curve distribution to
actual flux distribution as plotted graphically.
1.36 • 10^ • 3 • 2 • 0.27 • 2,54
° 0,6 *Jl* 0,95 • 72 • VY * 54,6 • 2.54^ • o,79 ~ ^^''^
(Fig. 1)
Iq for magnetic path, 1,6 amperes
Iq for total circuit, 12,7 "

The no load current is for all practical purposes
equal to the magnetizing current. The watt component, which
must "be added vectorially to the magnetizing current to obtain
the true value of the no load current is comparatively small. It
may be ignored, or else, in this case, I prefer to round off the
12,7 amperes to 13 amperes for the no load current.
TH3 liEAKAGa C0-5F7ICISHT .
This co-efficient is a complex value, difficult of
predetermination and more difficult to measure. (H-2) 1073 col. 1.
I therefore do not choose any elaborate method for obtaining this
value. In practice, time is often precious; for instance, when
telegraphic inquiry must be answered without much delay, calling
for performance data for a machine never built, but which could
readily be constructed in a given frame. A simple formula ac-
curate enough for all practical purposes is essential. The
formula 18-b of (H) 1004-1005 will be used modified by 5>^ be-
cause it is very conservative as seen from the table on page
1005.
^1,76 ( 20 4 )
A^ ( A A 1 )
Where A = 11.41 is the mean value of stator and rotor
slots per pole.
^ = 0.027" = Length of air-gap.
^ r= 8.9" Pole pitch in the air-gap.
1 = 6.25" Total width of iron core, exclusive of
air-ducts
.
3 0.03604 round 0.036 less 5^ z: 0.034.
- 10 -

Hext we select the size of conductor. We know
from the output wanted the watt component current of the primary
winding at full load from equation:
Watt output per phase
Watt Component s
Impressed voltage per phase • efficiency (assumed)
50 • 746 • \/T
440 • 0.85
— 57-1/ E amperes
Pig. 2-a shows the slot dimensions of the stator
core, the coil section and the insulation shaded. Prom the general
dimensions of the slot the number of wires, and a suitable size,
can be determined. Allowing about 3 amperes per squ. m.m. we need
57.5
a wire of section 3 or 19 sq. m.m. approximately. We had de-
termined on 144 conductors per phase, or 6 per slot. If we select
#10 wire, which has 5.26 sq. m.m., we would need 4 in parallel, or
24 wires, which is satisfactory since the slot capacity is 27
wires. We can now determine from the mean length of a conductor
(1.8 ft.) the resistance per phase hot which is .08 ohms. Pigs.
3 and 4 show the diagrams of the coil and circuit connections
which enable the winding to be connected externally for delta or
star. The latter is the one used for 440 volt line circuit.
We are now prepared to construct the circle
diagram.
THE OIEgiB DIAGEM .
Determine a scale suitable for the cross-section
paper to be used from tho total length of the no-load current
13 amperes, and the diameter current or 325 amps.
.034
- 11 -

The basis of the diagram can be current, horse power, or any
other quantity involved. ?ot the designer the current basis is
the most convenient and the most important. In the diagram Fig.
5 all values, such as stator and rotor losses, torques, horse
pov7er, slip, etc. are expressed in current vectors. The motor
"being designed for Y connected 440 volt circuit, all values
must be referred to this pressure and also to the under-lying
scale, which in this case we select so that the length of 1 cm.
Draw OA = Ho load current, AG s 3£5 amperes, describe half
circle ATVIG. At describe the quadrant 03F with a radius of
i 10 cm. Then determine the primary and secondary copper losses,
primary current, output, slip, overload capacity, etc. etc
The losses may be determined in different ways.
They are then tabulated to enable a convenient plotting of the
performance curves.
is equal to 12 amperes.
The slopoof AR, the primary resistance line, is
found as follows:
• Hes. per phase * 3 (phases)
Line volts • J/? • scale
Current vector GR.
3252 • .08
2.56 cm. = GR.
440 1.73 13
AB -
Watt output 50 746
Volts-12' l/T 440-12' Vz'
3.72 cm.
- 12 -

The slip at full load is to be 5%. Therefore as
all the rotor losses are due to slip, the &fo must be 5^ of the
50 * 746 • 5
output. = 1865 watts. (Rough ai^proxiraation only.)
100
Although the rotor is of the squirrel- cage type
we refer the electrical conductor system (to enable comparison)
to a three-phase system at 440 volts. Without this modification
secondary values could not be entered into a system of "primary
current values".
. .
-, >^ = 'IQ^^ C.M. This line is440 • V 2 12
plotted on AX at B. BC represents the current vector of the slip
losses at full load. Drawing CL parallel to AH the half circle
is cut at M. Through M is drawn line lilP parallel to AK^and MP is
j
made equal to AC ^ and PN equal to BC. A line drawn from A through
H and extended to I represents the secondary resistance line. We
i then draw IK parallel AS. 0M3 and AD. OLI gives us the full load
current. Its length in centimeters , times 12, is 66.5 amperes.
Further, the cosine of angle FOS of this current vector gives us
the pov/er factor at full load of 9Zfo.
An error in plotting the small value PN can readily
:
be made, thereby shifting the locked point I half a centimeter to
ll
i either side. Although from a practical stand point this is not
||
of great moment, the correct location may be found as follows:
I
AD cuts KI in J. KJ should be b% of KI. (K) 574-575; Fig. 41£;
Par. 547.
If ~ is actually greater than 5^ the point I lies
I too high and the line KI must be moved parallel to itself toward
the base line; if the quotient is smaller than 5%/ the line must
be moved in the opposite direction. Before proceeding with the
calculation I will mention several important lines, which we will

locate "by construction.
Bisect AY and AI and erect vertical lines ia the
center points, which are extended to cut the half circle. The
crossing points are marked V and T. Draw lines TvV and TU vertical
to ACx. The former represents the maximum torque, the latter the
maximum output, which the motor with the given number of conductors
and line voltage can produce. IX also vertical to AG may be drawn.
It represents the starting torque, also the total rotor losses
when the rotor is prevented from rotating, commonly called the
"locked position." UH represents the full load output and MP the
TTT VW IXfull load torque.
^
gives the overload capacity and ~ and —
give respectively the maximum and the starting torque expressed
I
in terms of full load values.
! We know from our previous work that the current
: vector Mil represents an output of 50 H.P. If MU is 2.7 CM. long
' and represents 50 H.P. then TU which is 8.5 CM. long shows a
maximum of ^^^^ or 115 H.P. In a similar way I£P represents
the torque at full load and V¥ is found to be E.9 times full
II
load torque, while the static torque is 1.62 times that of full
i
'! load.
! We will now return to the calculation. The full
load current OM is 4.35 CM. or 56.5 amperes. We can now determine
I
the stator copper losses at full load. For all three phases we
[I c
have 56.5*^ • .08 * 2 = 766 watts.— The IR drop, which was assumed
as 6 volts, is 56.5 * 0.08 or 4.52 volts. The difference is too
small to warrant any recalculation of the flux, especially as far
greater irregularities are introduced due to methods of manu-
facture. The stator core losses are read from Fig. 6. Although
II
_=____ _____
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the flux divides into two parallel paths, the flux and core
section are not generally divided into halves, especially as draw-
ings give diameters for bore and external dimensions, etc. We
have, therefore, ?tu„ = 8600 lines per/C.M. for the part
behind the teeth. The mean effective teeth section per pole (at
half the tooth height) is 154 sq. CM. and the flux if it were
evenly distributed would be 154 8830 lines. The density
varies considerably over the pole face and has the maximum
strength in the center. The distribution practically follows a
sine law and as the losses are influenced by the maximum value
and not by the average, we must use B average times "g— or round
B * 1.6. The necessity for using this multiplier becomes evident
i;
when the flux is graphically plotted behind the teeth.
From our iron loss curve Pig. 6 we find the core
1; loss per kilogram 9.4 watts for 8600 lines. The watt losses for
the teeth 8850 • 1.6 or 14100 are 27.2 per kg. These values mul-
11
' tiplied by the respective weights givo the stator iron losses in
watts 1644.
Next we must allow for friction losses. These
vary considerably in different factories, depending mainly on the
distance of the bearings, material, dimensions, weight and speed
of the rotor. They vary even with the same size, type and
material in the same shop, except in those provided with special
tools and operating under a well organized system. Different
methods are published for ascertaining these losses after the
machine is built, by means of a test. (B) 77, 121, 157. (Ki) 207
! 208, 244, 270. (3.H.) 1172.
ii
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In a given factory the friction and windage may-
be considered the same, at the same speed, regardless of the
machine rating, for the same frame and rotor. Such data are
collected from tests, are tabulated or plotted in form of curves,
and enable the designer to make a fairly accurate estimate of
these losses in similar types of motor designs.
It may be said further, that formulae can be
established after a number of machines have been tested, which
contain such factors as the projected bearing area, coef . of
friction, speed of shaft circumference. They will enable a
rough approximation of the friction and windage losses for in-
termediate frames and speeds.
In our motor these losses were about 600 v/atts.
We are nov; ready to compute the efficiency at
full load. Sfficiency is the ratio of output to input. The
energy supplied has to furnish, besides the output, the stator
copper and iron losses, the rotor and friction losses:
Stator Copper Losses, 766 Watts
" Iron " 1,644 "
Rotor or Slip " 1,865 "
Friction " 600 "
Sum. 4,875 "
Output. 37,300 "
Input, 42,175 "
Efficiency, 88. 5-;^
In this design we have assumed, by a convenient
method, the rotor losses. We have, however, not yet selected
the rotor bars, which will guarantee that the motor can live up
to the requirements.
- 16 -

Several conflicting interests have to "be consider-
ed at this point. The manufacturer has a given frame, patterns,
dies and castings. He ?/ill use them for the greatest number of
machine capacities, say from 35 H.P., 25 cycles, to 75 H.P., 60
cycles. To prevent complications in the ijianufacture, or tying up
large suras in stock, he selects one size of rotor, rotor bar and
end-ring for all capacities. Only where it is absolutely neces-
sary will he increase, or decrease, the resistance of the end
rings, or rotor bars.
The calculation of the distribution of the rotor
losses is very difficult. It alters with the relative location
of bars to rings, viz.:
a) the bars resting on the rings, or vice versa,
b) Butt-joint connection,
c) the metal of the rings surrounding the ends of the
bars.
The resistance in the above cases differs, due to
the different current distribution at the end of the bars and in
the rings. Only in case c is the material properly utilized.
The resistance alters also with the nature of the contact estab-
lished between bars and rings. They may be fastened together by
screws, or rivets. In addition, they may be soldered, brazed
or welded. Screws or rivets are used principally for establish-
ing the connections. It will be evident that the contact cannot
be a perfect one. It will be readily understood the resistance
in tv/o rotors is rarely the same. Shop conditions will cause
the resistance and losses to vary from 10 to 50/b and very close
calculation is not necessary. The variation may be taken care

of by allowing a starting torque from 2 to 2-l/ 2 times that of
full load running torque. There is no method which can prede-
termine the respective losses in the bars, the rings and the
contacts. Only one has been published, (To) 81-86, and is un-
reliable, being 100^ and more out of the way. These methods
may be interesting, from a theoretical stand point, but are not
practioal. It is desirable, however, to know the current density
in the bars. This may be approximated by means of the following
transformer formula modified by the method of winding :
2l
i2 = ir~2j • 2.85, (B) 127, (T-E) 700 "l' (1-2).
Where is the watt component of the stator current,
ig is the rotor current per bar,
Zi are the primary conductors per pole and per phase,
Zg the rotor bars per pole (phases not considered)
.
E4
io = 52.6 • • 2.85 = 322 amperes.
10.85
We can now select the size and take a standard
drawn bar, for instance, 2/8" X 5/8" copper (?ig. 2-b
. ) Its
section is .141 sq. in. or 91 sq. m.m. The current density in
522
the bar is or 5.65 amperes per sq. m.m. This comparatively
91
low density would not be chosen were the rotor not to be used
for larger motors up to 75 H.P. The end ring dimensions are
given in I^ig. 2-c.
THE PSR?OPJMCE CURYS3 .
To enable the drawing of the various performance
curves, we must find different points on the curves which, for
most commercial purposes, are plotted against horse power, or
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per cent horse power as abscissa. ?or this reason the output
line NL, Fig. 5, and its upward extension are divided into suit-
able equal parts (Fif^. 7) and the corresponding losses, etc.,
etc., may be determined separately, added to the respective out-
puts, which sums would give the inputs for the fractional load
points selected. By dividing the various outputs by the corre-
sponding inputs, we obtain the several points on the efficiency
curve
.
This method is accurate, but consumes consider-
able time. A simpler one is frequently used. It is the one
described by Y. Karapetoff in his excellent book on "Experimental
Electrical Engineering," of 1908, page 574, in which the effi-
ciencies are scaled off without the complex work of determining
all the losses separately. To obtain the efficiency by this
graphic method it is preferable to make the circle diagram of
dimensions at least twice the size of Fig. 5. The same diagram
may be used to lay off another scale for the "slip", according
to the rules prescribed, instead of determining it from the
slip losses, according to the formula:
Slip
Slip loss = :; ~7T • output. (B) 16, eq. 11.1— Slip
To preserve the clearness of Fig. 5 it is in part
repeated in Fig. 7 for the graphic determination of the stator
currents for the various loads, the points of which are to be
used for plotting the current and power factor curves. The
construction for locating the current points from the output
on the half circle, is also indicated.
The data are then incorporated; first, prefer-
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ably in a table, then in the Performance Curves (Fig. 8), in
I
which the most important curves are shown. Slip is expressed
in percent of sjmchronous speed, efficiency, power factor,
ststor amperes and kilowatt input.
This completes the preliminary work, which re-
quires verification by test.
^ong points that deserve mentioning is the
radiating surface. It is computed differently in different
factories and consequently the numerical values would not be
the same. This is, however, not of much importance. It is
essential, however, that when comparisons of temperature rise
are made of two or more machines, that the identical method
should be applied to all machines to arrive at the effective
radiating surface. Further, the effective air-gap section
which has been used, but not referred to, is well explained in
reference (B) 138.
Comparison of the 50 H.P. Motor
with Similar Commercial Machines of the
Same Capacity .
Motor service may be divided into two ^fcwe^ general
classes:
(a) Such in which the motor starts with no load, or
practically no load, as for instance, when it is connected to
a device having a loose and tight pulley, or for operating a
fan.
(b) Such which start under heavy load and require
for starting conditions a heavy torque^as the elevator, rolling
- 20 -

mill machinery, etc.
If a raa.nufacturer had built the motor like the
calculated one, with l&ofo starting torque, and it were intended
for ventilating service, he would ship it as it would give
satisfactory results. As a rule, the above distinctions are
not made by a manufacturer who builds machines ahead of their
requirements and sends them to stock, or agents. To simplify
the manufacture and reduce the cost he builds but one type that
can be used for all services. He consequently builds the motor
with the stronger starting torque and, incidentally, a machine
requiring a smaller amount of copper.
Since completing the calculation for this thesis,
a number of motors of the same size, wound for two as well as
three phase, have been built and tested, so that more data are
at hand then the one with which the comparison was first con-
templated. The calculated motor was allowed to have a compara-
tively small starting torque, at least for the present.
The tested motors wound for 440 volts produced
the following range of results:
Resistance per phase, 0.067 to
Pull load Stat or current, 58.6 "
Ho Load " " 16.5 "17.5
0.07 ohms (cold)
60 amperes
Power Factor, 91.8 % It 92 %
Max. Overload Capacity H.P., 258 n n 283 n
Max. Torque, 247 n It 569 11
Starting Torque, 225 11 It 257 II
Efficiency, 85.5 n It 90.75 n
- 21 -
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Temperature test at full load after 3-1/ 2 hours
when conditions became stationary:
Temperature rise of the Iron, 30° C.
" " " " Copper, 26° C.
The greater no load current can be accounted for.
The air gap measurements varied from 0.025 to 0.033.
It was tlie purpose of this thesis to touch points
seldom, if at all, mentioned in text books, which are written
like primary grade arithmetics, where all divisions come out
without a fraction and subtractions are always positive. In
practice, such results are the exceptions, rather than the rule,
and we will now discuss some of the missing links.
DISCUSSION
The preliminary circle diagram differs from the
one obtained by test, in that the no load current can be drawn
in its true vectorial relation to the impressed pressure. In
diagram Pig. 5, the no load watt losses have been indicated by
a dotted line below the theoretical short-circuit line. In the
preliminary diagram the line is unnecessary, except, if for any
reason, the performance curves should be required by scaling.
It always should appear in a test diagram.
This current and its true angle, or direction,
are of importance because the cosine of this angle gives the
first point of the power factor curve and lies on the axis of
ordinates, which unlike the efficiency does not start at zero
(see Pig. 8)
.
Pew text books remind the student that the circle
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diagram is correct only on certain assumptions, viz., that the
saturation of the core portions remains in the straight part of
the magnetizing curve. Further, it will be noticed that the
whole commercial working range of the motor lies in the extreme
j left corner of the half circle, especially for larger motors
with a comparatively small- number of poles (for as the poles
increase, the leakage increases rapidly and the circle shrinks
considerably.) The lines AR and AX are not straight lines, but
curves which become the more pronounced the smaller the capacity,
or the greater the leakage. They can be plotted by calculating
the losses for primary and secondary windings and selecting
points at various parts of the half circle. The error is
however not great for the average motor from 1 H.P. up, espe-
cially as but a small portion of the line is actually within the
commercial range.
The greatest range of change is around the origin.
Carefully plotted curves are necessary for small motors, in
ij
which the losses are comparatively large with respect to the
output, llo special reference to this point has been located in
(T-1) . In this book we read, however, on page £28 and 229, after
constructing his circle diagram:
"If we were designing a motor, we should
draw a tangent to the semi-circle from the origin
and call its length to scale the full load current.
The conductors would have to be sufficiently large
[
to carry this easily, and the resulting torque
should be found to be of the right amount. If they
I
were far out we should amend the design (see page
j
198) and try again ."
How, that may have been the practice formerly,
but is not done to-day, as shall be sho';m later on. In
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Thompson and Hobart it is mentioned that the magneto motive force,
or ampere turns need be determined only for the air gap and 5^ -
10/0 should "be added for the magnetic circuit. fHo-1) 330;
fT-2) 685. This method of allowing for the magnetic circuit is
bad practice. The ampere turns should be carefully figured at
all times, because the density changes in the yoke and teeth.
It varies materially with capacity, turns ^frequency and the
number of poles. It happens frequently that the magnetic cir-
cuit requires 20 to 50 and sometimes even 100^ of the air gap
ampere turns. Imagine that a machine had been designed original-
ly for 4 or 6-pole, 2 horse power, 60 cycles, and the yoke is
barely sufficient for the flux of the 4-pole machine. The de-
mand comes now for a two-pole motor of perhaps 50 or 40 cycles.
While the density will be low in the teeth, that of the yoke
will be high and the path exceptionally long. On the other hand,
let the inquiry call for an exceptionally slow speed motor, or
one of many poles—say 8 or 10. The density in the yoke will
be small, while that in the teeth may range from 18000 to 24000
per sq. cm.
In Hobart's "Slectric Motors," edition 1904, we
find on page 351:
"For the purpose of this preliminary study of
the motor from no load to stand still, it has been
assumed that the primary v/indings have no resistance,
that the primary and secondary cores have no iron
losses, that the motor has no friction; in fact, that
there existed only the secondary I^ R loss. It will
be well to draw one more diagram for the condition of
stand still, with the further assumption that not only
the primary, but also the secondary winding have no
resistance. This is the condition for obtaining the
theoretical diameter current ."
The practical short-circuit current is the "locked
- 24 -

rotor" current , as shown in Pig. 5 AI, because v;e cannot omit
in practice the ohmic resistance of stator or rotor circuit.
Further, may he called the ratio between "no load current"
and "diameter current" or "no load current" to "diameter current
plus no load current," or it may be still other values. Which
ratio is used is of no great moment, but it is of considerable
importance that for any comparison the same ratios should be
ll
used and if the leakage co-efficient is mentioned it should be
stated v/hat this ratio is. In this connection it may be said
that Behrend's formula C ^ is exceedingly crude. (H-1)
586; although the author may not have published the refinements
which he personally may have used. The criticism of Mr. Hobart,
(H-l) 387, by referring to the construction of the tooth, is an
important step. He gives two curves for the greatest range,
completely closed and wide open slots. This improved formula
has still its v/eak points, as pointed out by Ernst Schulz (S) 70.
This engineer shows that the slot opening, without its relation
to the length of the air gap, may lead to entirely wrong results.
A semi-closed slot may be such physically, but if its opening is
tv/ice, or three times as wide as the radial depth of the air
!
gap, it must be considered wide open. This discrepancy is avoid-
ed in the excellent little book of Dr. Gustav Benischke (B)
127-138, who works with the effective values which take the air
gap length into consideration.
As recently as December 4th, 1909, Iv5r. Hobart
makes an attempt to determine the "Dispersion Co-efficient"
(H-E) 1073-1074-1075. He divides the machine capacities in
"small", "medium" and "large" and needs besides 59 sets of

curves. An attempt to utilize them would be poor practice. They
may be helpful to the engineer who plotted them, hut to no body
else, because in its determination no special account is taken
of the saturation of the iron. It will be noticed that in
Table 1 of this article, the group "small motors" has
fieln frames ranging from but 29 to 38 cm., while the poles
range from 2 to 10. Similar differences exist in the other two
groups.
Professor Adams goes into elaborate details (A)
649, which are interesting to study, but as a general rule
shorter methods are entirely satisfactory and close enough for
all practical purposes, since the accuracy of the factory in
e^iecuting a machine according to a given specification is less
reliable
.
Professor Thompson tries to be more helpful in
his latest book (T-2) 712-714, where under "Design of Induction
Motors," he enumerates the different ways adopted by the best
known engineers. It is perplexing to the student to see every
engineer using a different way and not know which one is the
best to follow. It is certainly an erroneous statement to make,
that this or that designer starts his work so and so. Practical
conditions seem very much opposed to it.
THE CIRCLB DIAGRA?;: AS A TOOL .
The usefulness of the circle diagram is much
greater than that of the performance curves. The latter repre-
sent unalterable conditions in a machine as built, but not much
- 26 -

more. The circle diagram, on the other hand, is a tool which
is not only specific with regard to the conditions under which
the machine was built, "but permits of pre-determining by short
cut methods hov; other machines in the same frame should be built.
It may be stated further, that very close results can be obtain-
ed from circle diagrams v/hich are constructed from tests. In
general, such diagrams are made not only with the no load read-
ings and the lock point (a) 570, but also by the plotting of the
current vectors for intermediate loads. They are plotted in
their true angular relation given by the power factor for the
corresponding load. The half circle generally coincides closely
v/ith most points.
Our 50 H.P. motor shows a starting torque of l&Zfo
of the full load torque. It is a good laachine for fan motor
service, where no great starting torque is required, but what
must I do if a machine has to be built in this frame for driving
a machine tool where considerable torque is required at the start?
Thanks to the diagram, we need not go over the v;hole work, as
stated by Prof. Thompson. Suppose it is required that the motor
should possess twice full load torque. Graphically stated
IX (Fig. 5) must be equal to 2 PM. It will be seen at once
that the point I must move toward V, until the new ordinate is
equal to twice the normal full load running torque. This would
increase the slope of AI, or in other words, the rotor losses
must be increased. This can be done by reducing the section
of the rotor conductors, which is not done in practice; or by
reducing the cross section of the end rings, which is a simple
mechanical and inexpensive shop operation to which the manu-
I
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facturer resorts. However, we must not lose sight of the fact
that in shifting I toward V, or increasing the resistance of the
rotor, we also increase the slip, and for many machine tools
such a slip is prohibitive. In such a case we must resort to
other expedients.
Formula 28 (B) 168, we may modify by writing
Torque = K * — from which we see that the torque alters
inversely as the square of the primary turns. As v/e have now
6 conductors per slot and the torque developed at starting is
162/0 and we desire to know how to alter the winding to produce
, ,
^ conductors 50 H.P. 162>o
a motor of at least 200/t> we write !7 S
j2 \ FlSZ' conductors 50 H.P. 200';b
— or X = 6 \/ = 5.4 conductors per slot. The nearest
62 V 200
number of whole conductors is 5^ of 4 in parallel #10. The
exact increase in torque by using 5 conductors is
Conductors 16 2;o 5^ 162 • 36
Conductors x ~ £2 25 2305^.
Suppose I wish to build a 40 H.P. motor, 6 poles
in this frame, and supposing I wish it to have the last named
torque it is but necessary to determine one line, for instance
the air gap magnetization or the no load current, or the output
line, and determine for the new current value the scale under-
lying the circle diagram as a 40 H.P., 440 volt, 60 cycle motor.
Similar short cuts exist if we need to build a motor for 50 or
40 cycles. Further, if the frame is to be wound 8 pole, instead
of 6 pole
Conductors 6^ (50 H.P.) 6
=
6 1^
-
- 6.9 or=— or X= 61/"" = 7 conductors
Conductors X^ (50 H.P.) 8
per slot. By compensating for greater leakage in a slip-ring
- 28 -

motor winding and any one or inore of the above changes, quick
preliminary values v/hich are fairly accurate may be obtained.
Many other short cut methods have been devised, as also such
for the predetermination of the external resistance for any
desired torque for slip-ring motors, etc., etc. Enough has
been indicated to show that the circle diagram is a time saving,
useful and very flexible tool, which will divulge secrets up to
the full capacity of the designer.
I
"Hints for Design" some formulae for the determination of the
!
first machine, which applied to our example v/ould require a
! rotor of 24" and a core length parallel to the shaft of 10".
These dimensions are abnormal to-day and the machine vjould be
I
too expensive to build. It is more nearly a 100 H.P. motor
!
than a 50 H.P.
longer such formulae, but certain "Cardinal Relations" which
are excellent because they are the determining values of the
circle diagram, but Just for this reason imply the knowledge
if not also the performance of machines before hand, which the
student does not possess.
which is Sengel's formula and gives the lines per pole pair at
full load. Inserting our motor values in this equation we get:
D33IG1I 3UGGI':3TI01IS.
Professor Thompson suggests (T-l) 26E-E63 under
In his later book (T-2) 707-709, he uses no
Dr. Benischke attempts to start mth the pole
strength (B) 165 eq. 140.
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526600 lines, •vdiich numlier is
far too small for producing the output of a 50 H.P. motor. The
formula is, of necessity, unreliable "because H.P. stands for
I "normal" horse power, which is an entirely arbitrary value. One
ii
I maker may build a motor v/ith 50)o overload capacity, another with
' 100, and still another with 200.
There are very pertinent reasons why such emperical
I
formulae must be used with extreme caution. They are established
i
to reduce work for "the moment" and are based on results of the
li
||
past, while the engineer, due to his greater familiarity with
I;
the subject, as time progresses can approximate his results more
i closely. Besides^ competition comes in and calls for more econom-
ical designs. While undoubtedly such machines as Prof. Thompson
' described were built and sold in 1895 - 1900, such machines
j!
would be unprofitable to-day. However, as time progresses far
greater modifications must be expected. Formerly ordinary radia-
tion was depended upon to keep the machines cool. To-day arti-
I
ficial cooling is resorted to, which will be followed by the
I closed frame construction and forced draft circulation. Later
the use of non-combustible insulations for the conductors v/ill
be introduced when all our present fundamental views about amperes
per sq. cm. and area of radiation per v/att will require recon-
struction^because the present limit of temperature rise may be
doubled and tripled in many instances. These assertions can be
substantiated by the very evolution of the treatments of these
subjects as pointed out in the two books of Prof. 3. P. Thompson.
I ooOoo
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Determination of Motor Losses "by Calculation.
The corresponding: stator copper losses are for all
three phases 1% 3.
At 25^0 load 85.5 watts At SO'/j load 224 watts
tt 75" n 455 n If 100" It 766 11
11 125" II 1220 li 11 150" n 2050 II
n 175" II 3060 II n 200" 11 4640 II
n 230" II 8750 II If
Uext we must determine the rotor losses for these
loads. There are various approximate methods. The most precise
is to determine the watts developed under locked condition, and
multiply the value with the square of the current ratio of the
corresponding load conditions. For instance, the full load sec-
( AM )2
ondary losses are ( AI ) * IX expressed in watts, and similarly
for all the other fractional or multiple portions of full load.
We may,
,j
therefore, first ascertain the length of the secondary
currents in centimeters:
1/4 - 1 cm; 1/2 *- 2 em; 3/4 - 3.05 cm; 1 = 4.03 cm; 1-1/4 = 5.4 cm
1-1/2 = 6.7 cm; 1-3/4 = 8.3 cm; 2 = 10.25 cm; 2.30 = 14.1 cm.
Locked current =23.3.
IX = 6.3 cm = 62400 watts; Wo therefore obtain for the secondary
losses
;
At 255^ load 115 watts At 50>b load 460 watts
II 75" II 1070 11 11 100" " 1865 II
n 125" It 3350 11 11 150" " 5170 11
IT 175" II 7920 11 11 £00" " 12080 II
11 230" It 22820 n
We have still to determine the slip for the corre-
Slip loss
spending loads according to the formula slip = Slip loss 4- output
and obtain.

25 ^ - 1.2 ^ slip
50 " 2.4 " "
3.7 " "
4.76" "
6.7 " "
75 "
100 "
125 "
150 io =i 8.46 ^ slip
175 " 10.8 " "
200 " 14 " "
230 " 21.9 " "
We are now enabled to tabulate all values for frac-
tional loads.
P3R CSIJT LOADS.
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
Constant
Losses
Pri. Copper
Losses
230
2244 2244 2244 2244 2244 2244 2244 2244 2244
86 224 455 766 1320 2050 3060 4640 8750
Sec . Copper
Losses 115 460 1070 1865 3350 5170 7920 12080 22820
Output 9325 18650 27975 37300 46625 55950 65275 74600 85790
Input 11770 21578 31744 42176 53539 65414 78499 93564 119604
Efficiency 79.2 86.6 88.1 88.5 87.2 85.5 83.2 80 71.7
Power
Factor
Slip
69 86.5 91 92
1.2 2.4 3.7 4.76
92 91.5 90 87 79
6.7 8.46 10.8 14 21
We next plot the performance curves for the
circle diagram. For convenience of reading the various lengths
fairly accurate, we may plot the left-hand part of the diagram
separately (Fig. 7). The Output line PM and its extension is
divided into output values for which the efficiencies are
especially desired. In practice it is customary to select l/4,
1/2, 3/4. 1, 1-1/4 and l-l/2 of full load, although sometimes the
curves are extended to the maximum output point.
Through the division points draw lines parallel to

AI until they intersect the half circle. The line currents corre-
sponding to these output values are drawn from to these points
of intersections on the semi-circle and are measured in cm. times
the scale value 13.
The constant losses are friction, windage and iron
losses 1644 and 600 = 2244 watts. IText we scale the length of
the primary current for the various outputs.
1/4 is 1.45 cm; l/2 is 2.35 cm; 3/4 is 3.35 cm; full load is 4.35cra;
1-1/4 is 5.7 cm; 1-1/2 is 7.1 cm; 1-3/4 is 8.7 cm; twice full load
is 10.7 cm; maximum is 14.7 cm.
The corresponding amperes per output are:
E5^ 18.85 amp. 50'/b 30.5 amp. 75^ 43.5 amp. Fl. Ld. 56.5 amp
125^ 74.2
230^ 191
25^ =
150^^ 92.3 " 175^^ 113
DETSnMIITATIOIJ OF SLIP VALU33
.
200^ 159
115
50^
115 -f- 9325
460
460+ 18650
11500
9540
460
19110
= 0.012 or 1.2^
2.4'/'^
75fo
100^^ =
125^/0 =
1505^ =
1070
1070 -^27975
1865
1865 + 37300
3350
3350+46625
5170
5170+ 55950
1070
29045
1865
39165
3350
49975
5170
61120
3.7fo
4.76^
6.7%
8.46:;^

175^ =
7920 7920
7920 + 65275 7S195 10. 8^^
EOO^ 12080 12080
12080 4-74600 86680 14 $
220^ - = = 21.0^
22820-f- 85790 108610
22820 22820
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